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AFP PARTNERS 10TH “CANNES FAIT LE MUR” WALL ART EXPO  
 

TO CELEBRATE THE 65
TH

 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE HAS TEAMED UP WITH THE CITY OF 

CANNES TO PRESENT AN EXHIBITION OF 17 MONUMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF STARS UNDER THE TITLE “CANNES FAIT LE 

MUR”, THAT WILL GRACE THE CITY’S WALLS AND THE “RUE D’ANTIBES” FROM MAY 16 TO JUNE 30 2012. 
 

The pictures have been selected to reflect the influence of 
fashion over the years and the postures adopted by stars 
since 1946. Actors are in turn accessible, enigmatic or 
disarmingly natural, and range from Alfred Hitchcock to 
Sophia Loren, from Michael Douglas to Annie Girardot. 
  
“The public will be able to relive the magic of seeing stars 
going up the famous walkway steps, something that every 
year makes headlines around the world. From 
unforgettable arrivals to portraits that use the city as a 
background, the agency photographers capture the grace 
and pride of the stars and directors that make the Cannes 
Film Festival such a unique event”, said AFP Chairman 
and Chief Executive Emmanuel Hoog. 
 

AFP, one of the three world news agencies, has been covering the festival since it began. The exhibition pays 
tribute to AFP photo-journalists who each year produce over 6,000 images during the fortnight of the festival, 
alongside videographers, editorial staff and computer graphic artists.  
The agency’s photographic archives can also be accessed via its Image Forum database 
(www.imageforum.afp.com). 
 
“The agency in 2011 launched a vast restoration and digitisation programme involving over three million glass 
plates, negatives and prints going back to the early days of photography. Articles, collections and funds 
acquired in the 20

th
 century will be gradually made available by AFP to its clients to share images of conflicts, 

cultural events and sporting moments”, Emmanuel Hoog added. 
 
Boasting a network of 500 photo-journalists, AFP regularly wins international prizes such as: the World Press 
Photo, the Pulitzer, Pictures of the Year International, the Bayeux-Calvados prize for war correspondents, 
NPPA Awards… 
 
Click here to see the location of the 17 monumental works around the city of Cannes. 
 

 
 

About AFP 
AFP is a global news agency delivering fast, accurate, in-depth coverage of the events shaping our world from wars and conflicts to 
politics, sports, entertainment and the latest breakthroughs in health, science and technology. With 2,260 journalists spread across 
almost every country, AFP covers the world 24 hours a day in six languages. AFP delivers the news in video, text, photos, 
multimedia and graphics to a wide range of customers including newspapers and magazines, radio and TV channels, web sites and 
portals, mobile operators, corporate clients as well as public institutions. 
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Press contact: Pierre Fernandez - Tel.: +33 (0)1 40 41 49 23 - pierre.fernandez@afp.com 
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